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Abstract - In this paper, we tend to introduce and study the minimum consistent set cover (MCSC) drawback. The MCSC drawback generalizes the normal set covering drawback and has minimum clique partition (MCP), a twin drawback of graph coloring, as an associate in nursing instance. Several common data processing tasks in rule learning, clustering, and pattern mining are often developed as MCSC instances. Especially, we tend to discuss the minimum rule set (MRS) drawback that minimizes model complexity of call rules, the converse k-clustering drawback that minimizes the quantity of clusters, and also the pattern summarization drawback that minimizes the number of patterns. For any of those MCSC instances, our planned generic formula CAG are often directly applicable. CAG starts by constructing a greatest optimum partial answer, then performs associate in nursing example-driven specific-to-general search on a dynamically maintained bipartite assignment graph and at the same time learn a collection of consistent subsets with little cardinality covering the bottom set. In basic MCSC CAG algorithm is used to get the partial answer. It takes more computational time. So that over all execution time increases. So that there is kernelized parameter generation for purpose of optimize CAG. So that computational time reduced drastically. Optimize CAG algorithm linearly increases computational time.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we tend to introduce and study the minimum consistent set cover (MCSC) drawback that finds several applications in common data processing tasks, providing a minimization view of knowledge/data mining. Given a finite ground set X and a constraint t, the MCSC drawback finds the minimum number of consistent subsets that called X, wherever a set of X is consistent if it satisfies t. The MCSC drawback provides a way of generalizing the traditional set covering drawback [15], wherever a set of X is consistent if it is a given set. Completely different from set covering, in typical MCSC instances the consistent subsets are not expressly given and that they got to be generated. For example, minimum clique partition (MCP), a dual drawback of graph coloring, are often thought of as associate in nursing MCSC instance, where a subset is consistent if it forms a clique and also the cliques don't seem to be given as input. In this we use optimize CAG algorithm. In which kernelised parameter generated for purpose of optimize CAG.

2. Scope& Importance
Several common data processing tasks are often developed as MCSC instances. As an utilization of the MCSC drawback in rule learning, the minimum rule set (MRS) drawback finds a complete and consistent set of rules with the minimum cardinality for a given set of examples. The completeness and consistency constraints need to correct classifications of all the given examples. With the goal of minimizing model complexity, the MRS drawbacks are often motivated from each information classification and information description applications. Here, the data classification and data description are mentioned. Where data description means given data set is described by some attributes. And data classification means data classify by category, group, behavior or some different things.

The MRS drawback may be a typical MCSC instance, wherever a set is consistent if it forms an identical rule, i.e., the bounding box of the set contains no examples of alternative categories. As a distinguished bunch model, k-clustering generates k clusters minimizing some objective, like most radius as within the k-center drawback or most diameter as within the pair wise bunch drawback [4], [12]. The radius of a cluster is that the most distance between
the centre of mass and the points within the cluster. The diameter is that the most distance between any two points within the cluster. Since the number of clusters is commonly laborious to work out before hand, converse k-clustering are often a lot of applicable models, wherever a most radius or diameter threshold is given and also the variety of clusters k is to be decreases. The converse k-center and converse pair wise clustering issues area both MCSC instances, wherever a set is consistent if it forms a cluster satisfying a given distance constraint.

Frequent pattern mining has been a trademark of knowledge mining. Whereas mining potency has been greatly improved over the years, interpretability instead became a bottleneck to its winning application. As a noted drawback, the irresistibly large number of generated frequent patterns containing redundant information area unit if truth be told “inaccessible knowledge” that must be any mined and explored. Thus, report of enormous collections of patterns within the pursuit of usability has emerged as a vital analysis problem. The converse k-clustering models mentioned on top of as well as another MCSC formulations seem to be a reasonable and promising approach towards this drawback.

The goal of knowledge mining is to extract attention-grabbing patterns [11]. Knowledge should be concise and ideally human-comprehensible, providing a generalization of knowledge. The deserves of minimalist of classification models are well mentioned and with success used. Many common data processing tasks are often viewed as a decrease process. The MCSC drawback we tend to study formalizes such a decrease views. Within the drawback, the constraint t issued to check the “consistency” of partial information, i.e., subsets of the ground set X. Every qualified consistent set corresponds to a motivating pattern, i.e., a rule or a cluster of certain size.

In MCSC problem, constraint t is used to test the consistency of subsets of ground set X. The constraint’t’ is worked as a function may call data selection function. It can be said as threshold. Each qualified consistent subset corresponds to an interesting pattern that is rule or cluster of certain size. The main goal of MCSC is to minimize model complexity in terms of number of patterns.

In basic MCSC problem we use two basic algorithms. CAG algorithm and RGB algorithm. The CAG algorithm takes more time for execution .It means CAG time exponentially increases. To overcome from this problem we use optimize CAG algorithm which computational time reduced drastically. And Optimize CAG time linearly increases.

3.Material & Methods

Set covering Problem

The traditional set covering problem finds [16] finds the minimum number of subset from a given collection of subsets that cover a given ground set. In this method greedy approach is used and essentially divide & conquer method is adopt. It has many variants, settings, and applications. The problem is NP-hard and there is no constant factor approximation. In MCSC method external subset is not given explicitly. Instead, a constraint is given and used to qualify the subsets that can be used in a cover. NP-hard means no constant factor approximation. NP-hard problem means a lot of times you can solve problem by reducing it to a different form of problem.

The set cover problem is a classic question in combinatoric , computer science and complexity theory. It is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems .The decision version of set covering is NP-Complete and optimization /search version of set cover is NP-hard.

If each set is assigned a cost, it becomes a weighted set cover problem.

The difference between MCSC instance and set covering problem is that in MCSC, subsets are not explicitly given. Instead, a constraint is given and used to qualify the subsets that can be used in a set cover problem.

The set covering problem can be considered as an MCSC instance where a subset is consistent if it is given. Consistent subsets are not explicitly given in typical MCSC instances. If we take a preprocessing step to generate all the consistent subsets then a MCSC instance becomes a set covering problem. Since the generated collection of subsets would be prohibitively large and this is not a feasible approach to solve MCSC instances.

Graph coloring-

Graph coloring is dual problem of Minimum Clique Partition (MCP) problem. The decision problem of graph coloring, the k-coloring number problem is NP-complete for arbitrary k.

In graph theory, graph coloring is a special case of graph labeling .It is an assignment of labels traditionally called “colors” to elements of a graph subject to certain constraints in its simplest form. It is a way of coloring the vertices of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices share same color; this is called a vertex coloring. Similarly, an edge coloring assigns a color to each edge so that no two adjacent edges share the same color, and a face coloring of planar
graph assigns a color to each face or region so that no two faces that share a boundary have the same color. Algorithms to solve graph coloring fall into three categories. 

1. Exact method 
2. Metaheuristics 

An exact approach includes integer linear programming. Metaheuristic method start with some construction method quickly obtain an initial solution which is further improved with metaheuristic techniques such as stochastic local search, tabu search, simulated annealing or genetic algorithms. And these techniques perform differently on different types of graphs. Construction methods are more and practical in real applications involving large vertices and dense graphs due to their efficiency. Generally build feasible coloring in an incremental way, starting with an empty assignment and iteratively coloring the vertices until all vertices are colored. DSATUR is most popular construction method.

4. Data mining framework

Mostly data mining research developing algorithms for individual problems. Main challenge in data mining is development of a unifying theory. To solve this drawback different possible proposed approaches are discussed [30]. Possible proposed approaches are like probabilistic, data compression, microeconomic and inductive databases.

5. Antimonotonic constraints

These constraints having no same purpose. Antimonotonicity can be used to gain efficiency in solving MCSC instances. Antimonotonic constraints works exactly opposite to closure property or downward closure property. Downward closure property means operations are done on the set like multiplication, division, etc. The answer will not be from same set. It is frequent.

6. Beyond Antimonotonicity

Limitation by antimonotonicity- kind of like several knowledge mining algorithms [11], CAG needs antimonotonicity to work. What quantity limitation would the antimonotonicity requirement cause to the pertinency of CAG? Really, not as much in concert would speculate. The MCSC downside minimizes the amount of consistent subsets. Cheap constraints on subsets ought to have the tendency that the larger the subsets, the tougher for them to satisfy the constraints. Otherwise, the step-down method would become trivial with the bottom set X forming a single consistent set. Antimonotonicity is a lot of restrictive but in line with this tendency.

7. Two Basic Algorithms Used

1] RGB Algorithm-

These are rule governed behavioral algorithms.

These are mostly focus on rectangle based & graph based rule.

- Due to Optimal CAG algorithm the runtime of RGB is less.

Focusing on rectangle based rule
1. First calls CAG algorithm and stores set of learned rectangle rules in R.
2. Then generalize to specific beam search is performed to remove redundant conditions.
Properties-
1. RGB does not follow a separate and conquer approach, instead all rules are learned simultaneously.
2. RGB starts with subset containing a maximal number of examples such that no pair of them can coexist in a single consistent rule, which constitutes a maximal optimal partial solution.
3. RGB naturally learns a set of rules for all classes simultaneously.
4. Unlike many existing methods that can apply learn either perfect modes such as early members of family, or approximate models such as CN2 and RIPPER, RGB has flexibility to learn both without resorting to post-processing.

2] Optimal Generic CAG Algorithm-
1. Each vertex in Independent set forms a singleton consistent subset, represented by so called “condensed vertex” in an assignment graph. The rest of vertices in graph are called “element vertex”.
2. Element vertices are processed in sequential manner and assigned to condensed vertices.
   -With growth of condensed vertices, some element vertices would get isolated and new condensed vertices have to be created for them.
   -Upon completion, graph becomes edge free with all vertices assigned and the set of condensed vertices, each representing consistent subset, constitutes a solution for given set.
3. Most seen separate-and-conquer approach, for example the greedy algorithm for set covering and most existing rule learners, optimal CAG algorithm adopts an example-driven strategy to learn consistent subset simultaneously.

8. Evaluation Measures
1) Which element vertex is the next to be processed? Which condensed vertex should it be assigned to?
   In principle, the element vertex with least degree should be considered first since it is the one most likely to get isolated.
   Least degree first criterion can be used to choose the next element vertex to be processed.
2) How Optimal CAG works?
Basic CAG algorithm starts by constructing a maximal optimal partial solution and then performs an example-driven specific-to-general search on dynamically maintained bipartite assignment graph to simultaneously learn small consistent subset cover. In it kernelised parameter generate to less some steps in basic CAG to get fast partial solution. This is called optimal CAG algorithm. Kernelised parameter generation for purpose of optimize CAG. So computation time reduce drastically. CAG algorithm required time for execution exponentially increases. Optimal CAG algorithm required time for execution linearly increases. Kernelised stands for designing efficient algorithms that achieve efficiency.

9. Result
When we compare CAG and Optimal CAG, we get required time difference very large. As CAG execution time exponentially increases and Optimal CAG execution time linearly increases due to kernelised parameter generation. So overall time required for execution decreases drastically as RGB call Optimal CAG get partial solution for further process or execution.

10. Conclusion
This paper makes the subsequent main contributions.
1) We introduce the minimum consistent set cover downside that finds applications in several common data processing tasks.
2) We tend to study properties of the MCSC problem, supported that we tend to gift a generic formula optimal CAG that solves MCSC instances with antimonotonic and pivot antimonotonic constraints.
3) We also tend to study properties of RGB algorithm and Optimal CAG algorithm.
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